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Chapter 391 Lily, the New Star of the Design World 

Allen introduced them one by one, with immense patience. 

Jocelyn got up, shook hands with them one by one politely and said hello. 

After that, they sat down. 

Allen then picked up the three design drawings, looked at Jocelyn and asked, "Jocelyn, what do you 

think of these three drawings drawn by Gloria?" 

Gloria drew them? 

Jocelyn couldn't help but sneer inwardly and looked at Gloria next to her, "You drew them?" 

Gloria continued to pretend to look very melancholy and nodded, "Well, it's me." 

"Your daughter is really good at this, quite like the talented designer. Mr. Murphy, you have really raised 

a good daughter." Lincoln flattered. 

"Jocelyn, what do you think?" Allen asked. 

"Jocelyn, your sister's design has been praised by the most famous international architect Lily." Sara 

added. 

"Lily?" said Jocelyn, her eyes full of consternation. 

"Yes, you know Lily, right? The new star of the design world right now, she is talented, she can win an 

award with just any design." 

"She praised our Gloria being gifted, Jocelyn. Gloria’s major is architectural design in college, in this area, 

she is a professional." 

Sara finished, and then looked at Allen and said, "Didn't you say that there was a sea park project? How 

about letting Gloria try it our? When the time comes, compare her with the one Jocelyn found, and we'll 

use whichever is better." 

After saying that, she tightly held onto Allen's arm, her tone gentle. 

Allen nodded, "Okay." 

Now that Gloria is so unhappy every day, it's good to give her a chance to be happy. 

"Honey, if Gloria's design is good and is chosen, is there any reward?" Sara added. 

reward do you 

companies. If Gloria's design is selected, will you let Gloria go to the design department and become the 

Jocelyn instantly understood. 

wonder these three superstars of the architecture world would suddenly come to their house as 



should be Sara's idea, trying to get her father to invite the three of 

opportunity to put Gloria's so-called design drawings in front of them, 

clear at a 

into the design department of the company, 

would be above 

still wanted the position of 

Jocelyn was not as stupid 

be above 

In another life. 

depressed, but she still doesn't stop 

a chance, if the design is not up to scratch, then no 

silently picked up the cup of tea and poured a cup 

cup and sipped it, her 

not very good to be a supervisor with severe 

looked at Jocelyn, 

to seek Jocelyn's 

doesn't work, let Gloria go home." Jocelyn added, 

sneered in triumph, and soon the smile disappeared and the melancholy returned 

Jocelyn said." 

to hold Allen's arm and leaning on him, she looked at 

you had taken up architectural design like your sister? If that were the case, 

to 

to be design, and we invite these three superstars of the architectural world to judge on them, how do 

you think?" Sara added, "Judging venue is on our company, so that 

opinion is she is to be the 

anything, Jocelyn immediately put down his cup of tea and looked at 

entire staff participate in the selection as well, make it high profile." Jocelyn 

Sara nodded at 

Chapter 392 Did you download it? 



Which of the drawings that she had thrown away was Gloria going to copy? 

Kinda looking forward to it. 

At this time, her phone vibrated. 

Seeing that it was Noah's video call, Jocelyn smiled, got up and walked to the floor-to-ceiling window, 

and pressed answer. 

Soon, Noah's face appeared in the camera. 

He was wearing a white shirt on top, and his hair seemed to have just been washed, loose and thick. 

Without hairspray, it looked flowing and natural. 

Such a hairstyle covered his eyebrows and made his oppressiveness weaker. 

"Honey, it should be ten o'clock at night on your side, right? Don't you sleep?" Jocelyn asked. 

"Well, I want to talk with you before I go to bed." He had a smile in his eyes. 

As soon as Jocelyn heard that, she smiled, "Can you go to sleep now? I'm at dad's house." 

"Do you miss me?" He asked. 

"There are a lot of people here, so watch what you say." Jocelyn reminded him, fearing he would say 

something dirty. 

"Okay, put dad on the phone, I'll say hi to dad." Noah said again. 

Jocelyn immediately sent the phone to Allen. 

Allen waved enthusiastically with Noah, "Noah." 

"Hello, dad, how have you been these two days?" Noah asked. 

"I am good, is everything going well abroad?" Allen asked. 

"Yeah." 

"Take care of your health, don't get too tired." 

"I know, you too, dad." Noah was a filial good son-in-law. 

"Dad, I've found a new Thomas Hill’s landscape painting, I'll bring it to you," Noah said again. 

At these words, instantly, Allen was happy. 

last time he gave away his treasured Thomas Hill’s painting, 

buy another 

room were all 

this the world of the 



real paintings were 

they couldn't help but all 

you, Noah ." Allen had 

dad, give the 

handed the phone to 

I have something 

Noah said again. 

Jocelyn's heart beat 

to her original room, and then locked the door behind 

few designers downstairs started 

of their compliments shifted from 

home turf, was 

she 

be replaced by 

person 

miss 

"Okay." 

your clothes and show 

instantly blushed, "Noah, 

his voice was like compulsion, like 

as she was 

began a haphazard 

.................. 

video chat, Jocelyn sorted herself out, tried to soothe the 

was still 

topic that revolved around was how awesome 

as far as 

good in business, not only that, he 

lucky to have such a man taken 



your daughter, too, is 

architects were still 

them, her heart 

her original position and once again poured a cup of tea 

talk to Noah about, Jocelyn? You have talked for an 

a casual 
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Chapter 393 Swallow It 

Having finished her day's work, Jocelyn pushed the mountain of papers in front of her to the front. 

A strong soreness in her neck hit her, and she carefully turned her neck for a moment before getting up 

and stretching. 

Turning around, the city's aesthetic night came into view. 

The intersecting roads were lined with traffic and bright headlights, merging into a staggering river of 

gold. 

As far as the eye could see, it was spectacular. 

She didn't want to leave, and after watching the night scene for a while, she sat down and took a half-

drawn design of the sea park out of a drawer and traced it carefully. 

At eight o'clock in the evening, feeling hungry, Jocelyn locked the design into a drawer, then carried her 

Hermes bag and walked out of the office. 

The bodyguards waiting outside nodded respectfully when they saw her, and then followed her steps. 

As Jocelyn had just walked out of the office, her mobile phone vibrated. 

A gust of cold wind greeted her face, blowing into her clothes and bringing up a chill. 

The weather in Flento City was unusual this year. 

Even though it is already late spring, occasionally the nights are still as cold as early spring. 

The roses on both sides of the road, not far away, have been transplanted from their pots into the soil 

and are in full bloom. 

A gust of wind blew, the fragrance of the flowers was so refreshing. 

Seeing that it was Paige's number, Jocelyn immediately pressed answer, and then, escorted by her 

bodyguard, got straight into her red Maserati. 

The bodyguards closed the door and she started the car straight away, rushing into the traffic. 

The bodyguards got into their own bodyguard car and followed closely behind. 



"What's wrong, Paige?" Jocelyn drove with one hand, and with the other hand, she took out her 

headphones from her bag and put them on. 

"Didn't your husband go on a business trip? I am afraid you'd be lonely, so come to the bar." 

On the other side of the phone, Paige was standing outside the door of the bar that people were 

entering and leaving, with a smile on her face. 

She was wearing a tight black halter short dress with a short dark blue denim jacket over it and a pair of 

black high heels underneath. 

a pony tied and delicate makeup, her aura 

where are 

going to get a private room 

"Okay." 

then hung up the phone and headed towards the location of the 

of the bar, the red Maserati, along with a row of Mercedes 

was a spectacular sight that drew the 

was the first to get out of the 

in 

them straight into 

at this time of the 

music 

light, a large group of young men and women were having fun, forgetting 

soon as Jocelyn entered, she immediately caught the eyes of countless 

mobile phone to look at the address of the private room sent by Paige, before taking the lift straight to 

the floor where the private room was 

then stepped out of the lift, surrounded by a group of bodyguards, and walked all 

she reached the bathroom door, 

subconsciously put her eyes on the 

image that caught her eye made 

she saw two 

was Lois, whom 

of a similar 



in a surrendering manner, bags, perfumes, cosmetics, scattered all over 

in front of her, holding a black pistol in his hand, against her brow, his eyes full 

snow-white shirt 

skin was stained with blood, and that bandit 

dress and had been shot in the shoulder, the wound 

it, who told you to frame me?" 

me go if I tell 

"Depends on my mood." 

"It's Maddox." 

eyes instantly went 

as you die, everything you have will 

not speak again, the gun continued to be held against the 

"What are you doing?" 

a bad 

words, Lois placed his hand on the 

pulling the trigger, his gaze inadvertently landed on the 

Chapter 394 The one question that wasn't asked 

The woman dared not disobey and swallowed it, the bitter taste of it made her frown. 

"You have been poisoned, without an antidote, the point will kick in in seven days. As long as you are 

good and obedient, I will have someone send you the antidote after Maddox's death." Lois said. 

The woman's eyes were full of fear and she kept nodding her head. 

Lois didn't say anything more and unlocked the woman's handcuffs and shackles, "Before you go, clean 

this place up for me." 

"Yes." The woman nodded respectfully. 

Lois then stood up, opening the door and looking at Jocelyn at the door. 

He leaned lazily against the door panel and looked at Jocelyn, still in a bandit air, "It's a coincidence that 

I actually met you here." 

"Before, you went out with a group of people. Why are you by yourself today?". 

"Do you believe me when I say it was a ploy?" Lois chuckled. 

He had long suspected that woman. 



So when that woman took the initiative to come to his door and seduce him, and even offered to take 

him out to play alone, he agreed without even thinking about it. 

Then he secretly mobilised his men and ambushed them outside the bar. 

He intended to use himself as bait to get the boss behind her out. 

But to his surprise, the other party was too stupid to come out, and there was only this one woman from 

the beginning to the end. 

He didn’t know if the other party was too stupid or if they underestimated him. 

Just now, when the woman turned on him, he wanted to ask her to understand everything and then kill 

her. 

After killing her, he would then use her mobile phone, pretending to be her, to contact the one behind 

her and tell him that Lois was dead. 

Then let the other side down their guard and just wipe them out in one fell swoop. 

But he saw Jocelyn, so his plan changed, he didn't want to kill in front of her, didn't want to dirty her 

eyes. 

So then he changed his mind. 

"Yes." Jocelyn's eyes were full of determination. 

Who was he? 

Lois, the king of underworld, how could someone who could stand in that position be an ordinary 

person? 

be easily calculated 

about the woman inside?" 

care of herself, and she will also clean 

"Since you're 

no intention of letting her go and clutched 

wrong?" Jocelyn drew back her hand 

met in a brr, won't you buy me a drink?" 

right? Probably you won't have time to drink 

just found out who was behind it, so 

he have that leisure to be here to drink with 

question 

"What?" 



you love Noah 

"Yes." 

if you lost 

but I'd lose half my life anyway." Jocelyn 

herself, should one day lose him, it should be 

know..." 

"Know what?" Jocelyn pursued. 

Lois spread his hands, the words reached 

words aroused Jocelyn's 

is the 

nothing. 

it?" Jocelyn continued to pursue 

getting an answer, at this moment, Jocelyn's 

there's nothing." Lois rubbed her hair, and then 

that Noah has 

she didn't think was 

not that kind of 

"No." 

the hell is it? Lois, 

nothing, I just said the 

that, Lois simply turned around and 

in her heart did not 

question that he had 

brain seemed to be shrouded 

door of the private room 

walked out 

waiting for you for a long time, why are you standing here? Why don't you hurry up 

Chapter 395 Crashing into a Tree 

The car started, Lois closed his eyes. 



"Mr. Carter. Jocelyn is always surrounded by a bunch of bodyguards, is it necessary for our people to 

continue to protect her in the shadows?" Kyle glanced at Lois in the back seat through the mirror in the 

car. 

Lois slowly opened her eyes, her fingers tapping her thighs one at a time, "Yes." 

"Okay." 

"Recently, has Jocelyn suffered any aggravation?" 

"No." 

Lois did not speak again, just silently closed his eyes again. 

"Mr. Carter, in fact, you don't need to be so nice to her, she is not destined to become your person." 

"Nosy." 

Kyle instantly shut his mouth, not daring to say another word. 

"Have Jocelyn encountered any difficulties in her business?" 

"No." 

Lois was completely quiet. 

In the carriage, there was silence. 

Kyle once again silently looked at Lois through the car mirror, thinking that he was really different to 

Jocelyn. He was cruel and violent to everyone, but he treated Jocelyn with care and attention. 

Lois asked for repay in everything, but to Jocelyn, he did things secretly. 

He thought that Mr. Carter had probably given all of his lifelong tenderness to Jocelyn. 

.................. 

All night long, Jocelyn was distracted by that question from Lois. 

When she returned home, Jocelyn put a bathtub of warm water, and then went to wash her face and 

put a mask on her face. 

After that, she made foam and rose petals in the bathtub and soaked her whole body into the tub. 

The warmth of the touch soothed her whole body. 

She put on the backrest and closed her eyes. 

of Lois came 

figure it out, she chose 

twenty minutes, she 

the mask from her face, stood up, and prepared to 



this time, Noah's video call 

the corners of her mouth unconsciously curving up into a sweet 

time right now was ten 

should already be morning on 

hands and 

immersed in snow-white foam, revealing only that charming 

mist,her tender face was tinged with a blush, more 

just gotten up, sitting 

"What for?" Jocelyn asked. 

"Checking your position.." 

this check too frequent?" A smile grew 

at ease with my wife 

go well on 

"Yeah, it went well." 

"That's good." 

you, did you 

I miss you," Jocelyn 

me, I'll be back soon after I'm done, do you want 

"Anything will do?" 

want, I'll 

in the sky, can you get 

is easy? When a new asteroid is discovered later, I'll buy the naming 

warm, 

eyes gradually became ambiguous, "It seems that the video 

flushed to the base of 

"We are shameless together." 

don't want to talk to 

"Honey, stand up." 

you 



"To satisfy you." 

the two had another blush-inducing 

the chat, it was eleven 

under the shower, washed her hair and then rinsed the foam off her body before standing in 

products into her face 

sleep was not a comfortable 

she had been 

Chapter 396 It's good to be a heartless man 

"Just got lost in thought," Robert said. 

The car was moving away from the scene of the incident little by little, and through the rearview mirror, 

she saw the traffic police coming. 

There were more and more people gathered around the car. 

"Driving needs to the focus." 

"Well, don’t blame me. I am fine anyway, leave me be quiet for a while." 

"............" 

She drove Robert all the way to the entrance of the nearby Palace Hotel. 

When the car stopped, Robert let out a long breath helplessly and said, "Thank you, I'll go first." 

"Don't you need me to help you with anything?" Jocelyn asked. 

"No, the traffic police will find me themselves. Besides, I didn't hurt anyone, it's not much of a fuss." 

After that, Robert waved his hand towards Jocelyn and turned to leave. 

"Robert." Jocelyn couldn't help but call out to him. 

Robert paused in his steps, turned his head to look at her, "What's wrong?" 

"Still not found Zoe?" Jocelyn asked. 

Although, she had an average relationship with Robert and didn't have much contact with him, he was 

Noah's friend after all. 

His friend was her friend. 

At those words, Robert's eyes instantly turned red. 

He laughed bitterly and pulled the car door open, sat back in the passenger seat and said feebly, "I 

found her." 

"So she's not coming back?" Jocelyn asked. 



"More than that." 

Jocelyn was confused, "What do you mean?" 

married." Robert gritted his 

Jocelyn's eyes were full of puzzles, she couldn't believe her 

immediately told Jocelyn everything that had happened 

completely shocked 

at all that things would actually develop like 

was very concerned about Robert, but did not expect that 

it? Honestly, I he was shocked too. After I thought about it carefully later, I don't seem to have much 

wrong with her not loving me? I told her plainly 

said that I would only give money, not my feelings, so that she would not have any 

what I said, right? As for her being disgusted with me, I actually deserved 

and I deserved it for she thinks I am 

was angry with her that day was actually probably just because, love 

Robert, Jocelyn 

love beauty, Robert can’t escape this 

it in the future. Live your life well, there will be a better woman waiting 

good to be a heartless man. Without 

Robert then got out of the 

took a long sigh and turned the car around towards 

with Robert's 

Robert made her heartache. 

........................ 

she arrived at the group, Jocelyn took the lift all the 

was no work in the morning, so she took out the design from the drawer and continued 

She was serious. 

while into her drawing, her 

was a message 

damaged, but a certain 



saw the headline, she felt it was about Robert, so she clicked in and carefully read the full 

damaged, but the owner ignored it, just looked down and made a phone call. After making the call, he 

got into his friend Jocelyn's car, 

post, there 

picture is of Robert sitting in front of the damaged multi-million luxury car, calmly talking on 

and Robert, with her talking to Robert with her head 

was full of 

does it feel like he's 

Chapter 397 Design Selection 

The name Harry was displayed on the screen. 

"What's up?" He answered the phone while kicking his shoes to the floor, before burrowing into the 

snow-white quilt and closing his eyes. 

"You're back from Shimizu Country? When did you get back? How come you've had a car accident 

now?" Harry was standing on his balcony, leaning over the railing, smoking a cigarette and overlooking 

the garden full of blooming flowers at his feet. 

"Last night. Well, the car accident was nothing, just the car broke down, I didn't." 

Harry took a deep puff of smoke and asked carefully, "Did you see Zoe? You guys didn't make up? How 

come you look so bad?" 

"Don't fucking mention it, she's already married. Come out for a drink together tonight, bye." Robert 

said and then hung up. 

Harry frowned slightly, staring at the phone screen for a moment, then withdrew his gaze and continued 

to look at the garden full of flowers at his feet, muttering to himself, "Zoe." 

Underneath the eyes was an indescribable loss. 

............ 

A few days later. 

This day was all about the design selection. 

Early in the morning, Jocelyn was woken up by the alarm clock. 

She got up and made sure of her design first. After that, she went to wash up, put on a light make-up, 

changed into a white silk shirt and a pair of red velvet thin high heels. 

In front of the gold and diamond-encrusted dressing mirror, she took a good look at herself, making sure 

her make-up was OK, and then casually loosened the black ribbon tied around her hair. 

In the next moment, the low ponytail fell apart. 



Curly hair fell naturally, as thick and dazzling as seaweed. 

The immaculate mirror reflected her appearance at the moment, fairy and beautiful. 

Her make-up was light, but her features were delicate, her face perfect without any half-hearted flaws. 

After casually taking a red Chanel backpack from the bag rack and carrying it on her back, she left the 

house with the design in hand. 

went to a 

she had eaten and drunk enough, she 

were still ten minutes before the design 

she 

she saw that a temporary stage had been set up on 

as 

dress, with a long black drape, and no half 

stage, and on each 

like the 

was all 

have the stage set up here several days in advance to promote the selection 

to create 

Jocelyn coming, Sara immediately stepped forward, took her hand and asked, "Where is that designer of 

yours, Jocelyn? 

without answering, and her eyes 

three architects she had met last time at 

were sitting opposite the stage and were currently talking 

pushed Sara's hand away and said, 

Allen and looked 

full 

full view of everyone, Jocelyn walked onto the stage 

then walked to the stage and stood next 

computer desk and looked at 

the rules are known to everyone, so I won't say much more. Let's get 



designer? Isn't she coming?" 

designer is me. 

was filled with 

scene was 

everyone began to 

Murphy actually know how to 

never 

she can do that, then our Miss Murphy is really 

heard this, she laughed contemptuously and went 

design at 

those years 

Chapter 398 Her Skill Was Revealed (1) 

Gloria's design drawing was a hand-drawn three-dimensional drawing. 

The piece of land on the sea of ten thousand seas was arranged in a clear manner. 

Each area was marked with text. 

The style is cartoonish. 

There are various cartoon patterns, and the main colour is blue and white, which looks fresh and 

dreamy. 

It was like a fairy tale world. 

Seeing her design, the corners of Jocelyn's mouth immediately curled into a cold smile. 

She didn't expect that Gloria had actually taken out the one design she was least satisfied with. 

And the one she took was the original drawing. 

This was no longer plagiarism, but outright theft of the picture. 

The reason why she threw away this design at that time was because after the design came out, it felt 

too ordinary. 

It was no different from an ordinary sea park. 

What she didn't expect even more was that just such an ordinary design could actually get the crowd so 

excited. 

With all eyes on her, Gloria began to introduce her design to everyone, and the more they listened, the 

more they liked it. 



The three professional architects also nodded their heads as they listened. 

Sensing the joy of the crowd, Gloria became more and more confident in her presentation. 

After the presentation of one diagram after another, Gloria respectfully bowed towards everyone, 

"Thank you all. My explanation is finished, next let my sister show her design." 

After that, Gloria then took the microphone and came in front of Jocelyn, handing it over with both 

hands, without any extra expression on her face. 

Jocelyn calmly took the microphone, and then walked to the front of the projector. 

At this time, the staff at the bottom started to laugh. 

Gloria stepped off the stage and sat down beside Sara in a pretend calm manner. 

immediately gave a thumbs up towards 

two smiled smugly at each other before placing their gazes 

inside, they were all expecting Jocelyn to make a fool 

could a person who had learnt a 

Gloria's design is really great, I think Jocelyn can’t defeat 

who has learnt bit defeat 

the chairman telling one of his men that Gloria had received praise from 

"Who's Lily?" 

whose work is a sensation at home and abroad, but she's so mysterious that no one knows 

Sara 

could also vaguely hear everyone's 

to the projector and presented 

began to present them one by 

as three-dimensional as Gloria's, only in a 

a luxurious European palace, and the world under her pen 

dumbfounded when 

architects, too, did 

just original, many times more 

the 

were 



was too quiet, also making Jocelyn's voice 

gazes of the crowd soon changed from contempt to anticipation 

introduce one of her designs, calm and 

her perfect presentation, allowed the crowd to easily draw a picture in 

at the crowd with a faint smile, "I'm done with the presentation of 

whole 

our Miss Murphy 

is much higher end than that 

half a year? Could 

took a 

had given 

was completely dumbfounded, "How is it 

a person who had only studied design for 

indifferently, "It would be possible if it was copied from 

Sara's eyes 

did not speak again, only silently hooked 
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Chapter 399 Her Skill Was Revealed (2) 

"Actually, I didn't want to say this, but I have to, because if I didn't, it would cause a huge impact on our 

company's reputation." Gloria looked at Allen with a sincere face and added, "My sister's design was 

copied from someone else." 

Allen's eyes were full of disbelief, "What did you say?" 

"This picture is eighty percent similar to a design drawn by Lily when she was a newcomer. Not many 

people may know about it, but as a fan of hers, I know it well. I'll show it to you. " 

After saying that, Gloria then immediately searched for a design in her computer and projected it on the 

big screen. 

The design drawing was a huge overall drawing, no matter the style or layout, it was eighty percent 

similar to Jocelyn's design. 

Seeing this scene, all the employees present were stunned. 

The three architects, too, were full of disbelief. 



With this style, and style, the discerning eye could tell that it was copied. 

"This is something Lily designed when she was a rookie, she once took this to a very small design 

competition over in Y Country and won a runner up." 

"This design, compared to her designs that won big awards, is insignificant, so it wasn't widely 

circulated." 

"But as a fan of Lily, as a good friend of hers, I've checked out a lot of information on this person." 

"So I'm very familiar with this picture, and the person who copied it has no right in this competition, 

shame for plagiarising." 

After Gloria finished word by word, she glanced at Jocelyn and added, "Whereas my designs are 

different, mine are all original and have even received Lily's compliments." 

In an instant the whole hall was shocked 

"No wonder someone who has only studied design for six months can design such a diagram, it turns out 

that she copied someone else." 

"How dare she go and copy a big shot like Lily? Miss Gloria is actually Lily's good friend? That's 

awesome." 

"Crazy, right? My god. What a disgrace to our Mr. Murphy. if I had known about this, I wouldn't have 

picked her." 

"If Miss Gloria didn't find out, when this project is built and Lily finds out, won't things get big? That's 

Lily..." 

the crowd's 

stood there silently, watching all this, the corners of 

Who plagiarizes is not 

our minds, now 

we are going 

for a moment, Gloria's support 

designers, too, stood up one 

"If that's the case, then I also choose 

hate most is people who 

a situation, Allen felt that 

had given 

didn't expect that his eldest daughter would actually 

sat there, watching it 



the stage, Gloria kept trying to hold in her 

Jocelyn was finished. 

the competition 

the other hand, would make the 

the design department and become the head of the 

splash in the design department 

take over Jocelyn's position 

of this, a beautiful blueprint was presented in front of Gloria's eyes in a 

we demand a reorganization of 

on the 

hearts, 

he 

Jocelyn's mouth, Allen's 

hell is going on now? Didn't 

heir, how could she 

and she took the microphone from Allen's hand and 

on the stage instantly obeyed and 

newcomer days, and I modified some bad points on that drawing to improve 

like a thousand pound boulder 

Chapter 400 Her Skill Was Revealed (3) 

The qualification certificate still had the official stamp of Y Country. It really couldn't be more authentic. 

Allen couldn't believe his eyes even more. 

Gloria, Sara, Lincoln and their three designers on stage, and the staff all subconsciously took a deep 

breath. 

Who could have imagined this drama? 

Who could have known that Jocelyn was actually the superstar of the architectural design world, Lily, 

the most famous international architect? 

"Jocelyn, how many other things I don’t know? How did you manage to do that? You studied 

architectural design for just six months?" Allen's eyes were filled with excitement. 



Jocelyn nodded, and then returned to Allen, "Yes, half a year, mainly because my master, Dr. Mason, is 

awesome, my architectural design was all taught to me by him." 

"You are really my good daughter! I never thought that I could actually have such an excellent 

daughter!" At this moment, Allen was proud of Jocelyn. 

The architects couldn't wait to get on stage at once. 

In the next second, the three of them knelt on the ground together. 

Seeing this scene, Jocelyn's pupils shook mightily, "What are you doing? You are all my elders, how can 

you kneel down to me?" 

Jocelyn bent down slightly and tried to pull the three of them up. 

But the three of them refused to get up. 

Lincoln clasped his hands and looked at Jocelyn with a pious face, "Lily, I worship you very much, can 

you take me as your disciple?" 

"Me too." Sadie said. 

"And me. Lily, I also worship you, you are my idol." Micah added. 

A few people's eyes were filled with excitement. 

This image, once again, shocked everyone present. 

At this moment, Jocelyn was the super idol in everyone's eyes. 

again, Gloria was 

that she had once again made a 

to shame, but 

several bigwigs in the architectural design world are all kneeling at Jocelyn's feet, and Gloria looks 

even felt weak all of a sudden, and sat 

up their mobile phones and began to shoot 

guys as disciples? All of you 

I will tell you everything I know." Jocelyn said, trying to 

did 

we will definitely learn from 

"Yes." 

"Please." 

few of them wanted her to be 



"I am not qualified to accept disciples, nor do I want 

kept insisting, they collectively let out 

of Jocelyn and said with a warm face, "Lily, let's have a meal together later? Let's have exchange of ideas 

on 

more used to it." Jocelyn said 

nodded, "Then, can we 

later I'll treat you to a 

and the others were 

Lily was a legendary figure in today's architectural design circle, mysterious and 

countless admirers, but no one has ever 

of getting up close and 

now given such an opportunity and 

design department of the company will also be handed 

as Gloria heard 

be handed 

heart set on was now actually being snatched away by Jocelyn as 

Wasn't this too much? 

Dad." Jocelyn simply 

in exasperation before she lowered her head and prepared to step 

this, Jocelyn immediately called out to her, "Gloria, wait 


